VEHICLE ACCIDENT INFORMATION
PATIENT INFORMATION
Date ________________________
Patient Name _________________________________________________________________________________________
Date of Accident___________________________________________ Time of accident _____________________ AM / PM
Please Describe the accident in your own words ______________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

Were you the:

 ڤDriver
 ڤRear Passenger

 ڤFront Passenger
 ڤPedestrian

ACCIDENT SITE
Road/Street Name ________________________________
City / State _____________________________________
Nearest Intersection ______________________________
Diving Condition: ڤDry ڤWet ڤIcy ___________ ڤ
Which Direction were you heading? _________________
Speed you were traveling? _________________________

How many people were
in the accident vehicle? ________________

IMPACT
ڤYes

Did your car impact another vehicle?

ڤNo

ڤYes

Did your car impact a structure?

ڤNo

If yes, explain ________________________________
______________________________________
Did any part of your body strike anything in the vehicle?

VEHICLE

ڤYes ڤNo If yes, explain ____________________

Make and model of vehicle you were in:
_______________________________________________
Were you wearing a seatbelt?

ڤYes

Was impact from: ڤFront ڤRear
_____________ ڤ

ڤLeft

ڤRight

ڤNo
At time of impact were you:

ڤLap

If yes, which type?

ڤShoulder
ڤLooking straight ahead

Was vehicle equipped with airbags?
ڤNo

ڤYes
ڤLooking to the left

If yes, did it/they inflate properly? ڤYes

ڤNo

ڤYes

ڤNo

Did your seat have a headrest?

If yes, what was the position of the headrest?
ڤLow

ڤMidposition

ڤLooking to the right

ڤHigh

OTHER VEHICLES
(if applicable)

Make and model of other vehicle ____________________
Direction other vehicle was heading _________________
Speed of the other vehicle _________________________

ڤLooking down

ڤLooking up
Were both hands on the steering wheel? ڤYes
If no, which hand was on the wheel?

ڤLeft ڤRight
ڤYes

Was your foot on the brake?

If yes, which foot was on the brake? ڤLeft
Were you: ڤSurprised by impact

ڤNo

ڤNo

ڤRight

ڤBraced for impact

POLICE
Did the police come to the accident site?

ڤYes

ڤNo

Were there any witnesses?

ڤYes

ڤNo

Was a police report filed?

ڤYes

ڤNo

Was a traffic violation issued?
ڤYes ڤNo
If yes, to whom? ____________________________

PATIENT CONDITION
Were you unconscious immediately after the accident?

 ڤYes

 ڤNo

If yes, for how long? ______________________

Please describe how you felt immediately after the accident: _______________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________

TREATMENT
Did you go to the hospital?
When did you go?

 ڤYes

 ڤNo

 ڤImmediately after accident

How did you get to the hospital?

 ڤAmbulance

 ڤNext day

 ڤ2 or more days after accident

 ڤPrivate transportation

Name of Hospital _________________________________________ Name of Doctor __________________________________
Diagnosis ________________________________________________________________________________________________
Treatment received ________________________________________________________________________________________
X-rays taken ______________________________________________________________________________________________

SYMPTOMS / INJURIES
Have you been able to work since this injury? ڤYes

ڤNo

How many days have you missed? __________________

Prior to the injury were you able to work on an equal basis with others your age?

ڤYes

ڤNo

If you have had any of the following symptoms since your injury, please check the box.
 ڤArm / Shoulder pain
 ڤFeet / Toe numbness
 ڤNeck pain
 ڤBack pain
 ڤHand / finger pain
 ڤNeck stiff
ڤ
Back stiffness
 ڤHeadaches
 ڤShortness of breath
 ڤChest pain
 ڤIrritability
 ڤSleep difficulty
 ڤDizziness
 ڤJaw problems
 ڤStomach upset
 ڤEar buzzing
 ڤLeg pain
 ڤTension
 ڤEar ringing
 ڤMemory loss
 ڤVision blurred
 ڤFatigue
ڤ
Nausea
Is this condition progressively getting worse?

 ڤYes

 ڤNo

 ڤUnknown

Mark an X on the picture where you continue to have pain, numbness, or tingling.
Rate the severity of your pain on a scale from 1 (least pain) to 10 (severe pain) _______
Type of pain:
 ڤSharp
 ڤDull  ڤThrobbing
 ڤAching
 ڤShooting
 ڤBurning
 ڤCramps
 ڤStiffness
 ڤSwelling

 ڤNumbness
 ڤTingling
__________ ڤ

How often do you have this pain? __________________________________________
Is it constant or does it come and go? _______________________________________
Does it interfere with your:

 ڤWork

 ڤSleep

Activities or movements that are painful to perform:  ڤSitting
 ڤBending

 ڤDaily Routine

 ڤRecreation

 ڤStanding
 ڤLying Down

 ڤWalking
___________ ڤ

I certify that the above information is correct to the best of my knowledge.
Patient Signature ______________________________________________________ Date _______________________________

